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Outline
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SoLID Physics Overview
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SoLID Apparatus

• High Luminosity (1037-1039)
• High data rate 
• High background 
• Low systematics
• High Radiation
• Large scale (Like RHIC)
• New Technologies 

• GEM’s
• Shashlyk Ecal
• Pipeline DAQ 

Requirements are 
Challenging
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SoLID Progress Timeline and Present Status

- Since 2010: Five SoLID experiments approved by PAC with high rating
3 SIDIS with polarized 3He/p target, 1 PVDIS, 1 threshold J/y

Five run-group experiments approved
- 2013: CLEO-II magnet requested, agreed, arrived at JLab 2016 
- 2014: pCDR submitted to Jlab with cost estimation and proposed schedule

estimation based on Hall D and CLAS12 experience 
- 2015: Director’s Review, positive with many recommendations 
- 2017: Updated pCDR submitted to JLab with responses to the recommendations
- 7/2018: DOE NP visit and discussion:
- 9/2019: Director’s Review 9/9-9/11 with WBS structure and proposed cost and 

schedule
- 11/2019 Pre-R&D Plan Funded
- 12/2019 pCDR reviewed by JLab and submitted to the DOE
- 3/2021 DOE Science Review; Make CD0 decision
- 7/2022 JLab PAC Jeopardy Review
- 9/2022 Defend SoLID for the NP Long Range Plan

Present Status: No new DOE Projects this year. 
Encouraging Comments: ”If the Science Review were negative, we 

would have heard by now.”  “It is not an issue of if, but when”.
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BSM PVES Experiments

MOLLER, SoLID, and P2 all improve precision

A 𝜹A 𝜹A/A(%)
SoLID 500 ppm 3 ppm 0.6

MOLLER 0.035 ppm 0.0008 ppm 2.2

P2 0.020 ppm 0.0004 ppm 2.0
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Status of Anomalies in Standard Model Tests

Clues for BSM Physics??

1. W mass from CDF
2. g-2 
3. Lack of 𝜇-e universality in B decays

references therein]. Many of these hypotheses
include a source of dark matter, which is cur-
rently believed to comprise ~84% of the matter
in the universe (10) but cannot be accounted
for in the SM. Evidence for dark matter is pro-
vided by the abnormally high speeds of revo-
lution of stars at large radii in galaxies, the
velocities of galaxies in galaxy clusters, x-ray
emissions sensing the temperature of hot gas
in galaxy clusters, and the weak gravitational
lensing of background galaxies by clusters
[(13, 14) and references therein]. The additional
symmetries and fields in these extensions to
the SM would modify (15–24) the estimated
mass of theW boson (Fig. 1) relative to the SM
expectation (10) of MW ! 80;357 T 4inputs T
4theory MeV (25). The SM expectation is de-
rived from a combination of analytical rela-
tions from perturbative expansions on the basis
of the internal symmetries of the theory and a
set of high-precision measurements of observ-
ables, including the Z and Higgs boson masses,
the top-quark mass, the electromagnetic (EM)
coupling, and themuon lifetime,which are used
as inputs to the analytical relations. The un-
certainties in the SM expectation arise from
uncertainties in the data-constrained input
parameters (10) and from missing higher-
order terms in the perturbative SM calculation
(26, 27). An example of a nonsupersymmetric
SM extension is a modified Higgs sector that
includes an additional scalar field with no SM
gauge interactions, which predicts anMW shift
of up to ~100MeV (17), depending on themass
of the additional scalar particle and its inter-
actionwith the SMHiggs boson. A light (heavy)
additional scalar particle would induce a pos-
itive (negative) MW shift. Similar but smaller
shifts of 20 to 40 MeV have been calculated
in an extension that contains a second Higgs-
like field with the same gauge charges as
the SM Higgs field (18). Implications of very
weakly interacting new particles such as “dark

photons” (19), restoration of parity conserva-
tion in the weak interaction (20), the possi-
ble composite nature of the Higgs boson (21),
and model-independent modifications of the
Higgs boson’s interactions (22–24) have also
been evaluated.
Previous analyses (28–44) yield a value of

MW ! 80;385 T 15 MeV (45) from the combi-
nation of LargeElectron-Positron (LEP) collider
and Fermilab Tevatron collider measurements.
The ATLAS Collaboration has recently re-

portedameasurement, MW ! 80;370 T 19MeV
(46, 47), that is comparable in precision to the
Tevatron results. TheLEP, Tevatron, andATLAS
measurements have not yet been combined,
pending evaluation of uncertainty correlations.

CDF experiment at Tevatron

The Fermilab Tevatron produced high yields
ofW bosons from 2002 to 2011 through quark-
antiquark annihilation in collisions of protons
(p) and antiprotons (!p ) at a center-of-mass

CDF Collaboration et al., Science 376, 170–176 (2022) 8 April 2022 2 of 7
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Fig. 1. Experimental
measurements and
theoretical predictions
for the W boson mass.
The red continuous ellipse
shows the MW measurement
reported in this paper and
the global combination of top-
quark mass measurements,
mt ! 172:89 T 0:59 GeV (10).
The correlation between the
MW and mt measurements is
negligible. The gray dashed
ellipse, updated (16) from
(15), shows the 68% confi-
dence level (CL) region
allowed by the previous
LEP-Tevatron combination
MW ! 80;385 T 15 MeV (45)
and mt (10). That combina-
tion includes the MW mea-
surement published by CDF in
2012 (41, 43), which this
paper both updates (increasing MW by 13.5 MeV) and subsumes. As an illustration, the green shaded region
(15) shows the predicted mass of the W boson as a function of the top-quark mass mt in the minimal
supersymmetric extension (one of many possible extensions) of the standard model (SM), for a range of
supersymmetry model parameters as described in (15). The thick purple line at the lower edge of the green
region corresponds to the SM prediction with the Higgs boson mass measured at the LHC (10) used as
input. The arrow indicates the variation of the predicted W boson mass as the mass scale of supersymmetric
particles is lowered. The supersymmetry model parameter scan is for illustrative purposes and does not
incorporate all exclusions from direct searches at the LHC. unc., uncertainty.
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“Although these extensions could 
reconcile the SM with the larger W-
boson mass, getting them to do so 

without causing inconsistencies with 
other predictions may prove nontrivial.”

H .Hill, Physics Today 

Should we use the ideas behind the Standard Model
to exclude BMS models?
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BSM Physics Talks: Updating our Physics Case 

• Dark Z and New Parity Violating Processes
• Hooman Davoudiasi

• SMEFT Projections using EIC PVDIS Asymmetries
• Kagan Simsek

• Dark Photons and PVES
• Anthony Thomas

• The P2/MREX Experiment
• Malte Wilfert
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PVES Lagrangian
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<latexit sha1_base64="jPsZlBxzWAn4LaM4zR5JdA6b22w=">AAADCHichVJNa9wwEJXdr3T7tUmOhSK6FFJoN/Y2JbkEQnLpwdB06SaB1a6RZXmjRLKNJRcWoWMv/Su59NBSeu1P6K3/prLWhCRb6AhbM/PmeZ7GSkrOpAqCP55/6/adu/dW7ncePHz0+El3de1IFnVF6IgUvKhOEiwpZzkdKaY4PSkrikXC6XFyftDgx59oJVmRf1Tzkk4EnuUsYwQrm4pXvWdIYHVKMNeR2UWyFnHq3pqdGZRVmOiDOJ02kdEosh9O8VRvvU6NuSS+Nw63RHhloc5ywS4qrJhGq6bGtjBohoXAMRI1pC6+xDOLn7X4tMEzF1/vYDnR5tDqdkJDowdmI0SibGlvX6JSspj+X1cUxdkrBKOh24aLaGijuNsL+oEzuOyErdMDrR3G3d8oLUgtaK4Ix1KOw6BUE40rxQinpoNqSUtMzvGMjq2bY0HlRLsfaeALm0lhVlT2yRV02asMjYWUc5HYyuYM8ibWJP+FjWuV7Uw0y8ta0ZwsGmU1h6qAza2AKasoUXxuHUwqZrVCcortUJW9Ox07hPDmkZedo0E/fNMffNjq7e2341gBT8FzsAFCsA32wDtwCEaAeJ+9C++b993/4n/1f/g/F6W+13LWwTXzf/0FRBP2ZA==</latexit>

Cij=Cij
SM+Cij

BSM

SMEFT: Cij
BSM: are 

linear combinations 
of the Cij

6

Renormalized

Tree only SMEFT: Useful for
Global analysis. 
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Goals of SoLID, MOLLER, and P2

Moller (Simple formula)

P2: eP (Simple formula at low E and 𝜃)

SoLID PVDIS (Simple for d at large E 
and 𝜃, only way to get C2’s)

Measure all the C’s as precisely as possible
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PVDIS for eD Scattering

e-

N X

e-
Z* γ*

At high x, Aiso becomes independent 
of pdfs, x & W, with well-defined SM 

prediction for Q2 and y

Q2 >> 1 GeV2 , W2 >> 
4 GeV2

€ 

APV =
GFQ

2

2πα
a(x) + f (y)b(x)[ ]
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Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) 

L =
X

d

X
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SMEFT also identifies regions of 
exclusion from world data sets

84 d=6; 993 d=8 independent couplings

SMEFT analysis identifies all 
possible BSM physics 

Goal: Measure each Cd
ij

as precisely as possible
(Nobody really knows where

the new physics is.)
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SMEFT Analysis with LHC Drell-Yan and SoLID

Thanks to 
F. Petriello

Shows complementarity of LHC and SoLID data.
Would like a model-independent fit with no assumptions.
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Projected Results

Improvement in 
couplings  

Improvement in 
energy reach for

electron-nucleon couplings  

With this precision,
SoLID makes a unique contribution

to the SMEFT program.

parameter space where new physics is not excluded. In this context, the goal of SoLID is to reduce the
volume of this multi-dimensional parameter space by an order of magnitude by measuring one specific
combination of the coupling constants.

One experiment at the LHC, the production of Drell-Yan e+e� pairs, has relevance for SoLID. Al-
though the observables in the experiment are parity conserving, there are large interference terms with
the parity-violating SM that give sensitivity to parity-violating couplings. The experiment thus measures
linear combinations of 14 couplings. The SoLID measurement will provide an additional constraint. An
SMEFT analysis of the both LHC Drell-Yan and PVES data has been published [8]. The analysis was
limited to scenarios where many of the couplings were arbitrarily set to zero. We are awaiting a full
model-independent analysis that can show the full impact of SoLID.

Another possibility for BSM physics is the existence of “dark light” in which there is a light boson
that also couples to dark matter Xiaochao: cite?. The resulting modification to PVES experiments is
that sin2 ✓W Souder: has an additional Q2-dependence beyond that predicted by the SM.varies with Q2

Xiaochao: add “differently from the SM prediction” (note: the weak mixing angle already varies with Q2

in the SM). Here, PVDIS is unique in that its Q2 ⇠ 7(GeV/c)2. In this scenario, the analysis process
is different from the determination of the couplings. Instead of extracting 2geuV A � gedV A, the SM values
of the couplings are used and the asymmetry becomes a function of sin2 ✓W . The value of sin2 ✓W can
thus be extracted from the measured asymmetry and compared with other high-precision measurements
at different Q2 values.
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Figure 2: Left panel: Expected limits on the coupling constants from future experiments. Right panel:
Projection limits on the scale of BSM physics for SoLID. Definitions are given in Ref.[3].

4 Measurement of the PDF d/u Independent of Nuclear Structure

A measurement of ADIS
RL on a proton target is sensitive to the ratio of the d to u quark PDF. The standard

determination of the d/u ratio relies on fully inclusive DIS on a proton target compared to a deuteron
target. In the large x region, nuclear corrections in the deuteron target lead to large uncertainties in the
d/u ratio. However, they can be completely eliminated if the d/u ratio is obtained from the proton target

5
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Possible Lepto-Phobic Z’; Example at lower energy

Perez, et al., 
JHEP 07 (2020) 087

Baryon number is a global symmetry in the SM (bad).
Theories of local baryon number symmetry are attractive.
They predict a lepto-phobic boson.
They also predict a dark matter candidate.

Perez, Phys. Rept. 597, (2015) 1-30

Modifies mainly C2’s
in PVES

Motivation for introducing new particle:
𝐴~

(𝑔𝐵)2
𝑀𝑍!

2

Limits depend on branching ratios.

Question: Is this Z’ a useful motivation since it is not 
known if it is possible to write a model consistent with 

all other  electroweak data? (cf W mass)
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Dark Boson Zd and sin2𝜽W

• Davoudiasl, et al. Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 5, 055005

PVES is the  only way to see Zd if
decay is dominated by invisible

particles 

Method:
1. Assume Standard Model
2. Treat Ci’s as function of sin2𝜃W
3. Fit to one parameter
4. SoLID C2 sensitivity irrelevantWill the MOLLER experiment

exclude this possibility?
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Theory of Hadronic Physics

1. Charge Symmetry Violation
2. Higher Twist
3. PDF’s: d/u for the Proton with no Nuclear Corrections
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Hadronic Physics: Charge Symmetry Violation

Additional contribution
to NuTeV anomaly?

For APV in electron-2H DIS 

“The paper on PVDIS and the EMC effect 
highlights a way -- perhaps the best way -- to 
access the flavor dependence of the EMC 
effect using PVDIS.”  Ian Cloet
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Unique Higher Twist Contribution

Zero in quark-parton modelHigher-Twist valence quark-quark correlation

Isospin decomposition
before using PDF’s

following the approach of  
Bjorken, PRD 18, 3239 (78), 
Wolfenstein, NPB146, 477 (78)

The observation of Higher Twist in PV-DIS would be exciting direct evidence for diquarks

(c) type diagram is the only operator 
that can contribute to a(x) higher 
twist: theoretically very interesting!

σL contributions cancel

€ 

APV =
GFQ

2

2πα
a(x) + f (y)b(x)[ ]

u d

hV V i � hSSi = h(V � S)(V + S)i / lµ⌫

Z
hD|u(x)�µu(x)d(0)�⌫d(0)|Dieiqxd4x

<latexit sha1_base64="8m80kVlD21k8P3OUP6jlYxJjDNA=">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</latexit>
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Structure Function Ratio d/u for the Proton

Phys. Rev. D 87 (2013)  094012

PVDIS is complementary
to the rest of the JLab

d/u program. 
PVDIS has no nuclear

effects

AA

APV =
GFQ

2

2πα
a(x)+ f (y)b(x)[ ]
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Hadron Physics Talks: Can we update our Physics Case? 

• Overview of d/u and SoLID Contribution Violating
• Cynthia Keppel

• MARATHON experiment, d/u and Radiative Corrections
• Hanjie Liu

• Parity-Violating Measurements of the Flavor Dependence of the 
EMC Effect

• John Arrington
• The Role of Apv in Hadron Structure Studies

• Nobuo Sato
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PAC Jeopardy Question

• BSM tests with PVES: Still strong
• Lack of SUSY helps
• Lack of any BSM physics form the LHC is unfortunate

• CSV: more interest
• Nuclear effects in d/u: New data increases interest

• Marathon
• Bonus

Is there any new information that would 
affect the scientific importance or impact of 
the Experiment since it was originally 
proposed? 
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SoLID Apparatus for PVDIS

• High Luminosity with E ~ 11 GeV
• Only electron is detected.
• Wide x-range: 0.25-0.75: untangle physics.
• W2 > 4 GeV: Isolate DIS events.
• Large scattering angles ~22° < 𝜃 < ~35° ∶

(for high x & y). 
• Large azimuthal acceptance.
• Better than 1% statistical errors for small 

bins
• Q2 range a factor of 2 for each x bin: 

Measure Higher Twist.
• (Except at very high x)

• 2 GeV < E’< 6 GeV:  Low background
• ~2% Momentum resolution 

Kinematic Requirements

CLEO magnet with the LD2 or 
LH2 target in the center provides 
the desired acceptance.
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SoLID Apparatus

Baffles                             GEM Chambers       

• 50 𝜇A beam current.
• 40 cm LD2 and target
• >30% azimuthal coverage with 

baffles which provide curved 
channels that block positive and 
neutral background particles

• Azimuthally symmetric.
• High-rate GEM tracking Chambers

Achieving High Luminosity
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• Light Gas Cherekkov: identify 
electrons for trigger; reject pions.

• Shashlyk electromagnetic 
calorimeter (ECal) : coincident 
trigger and further particle 
identification.

• With tracking, tight E/p cuts reduce 
pion backgrounds.

SoLID Apparatus

Baffle                  5xGEMs     EC

Requirements for Particle Identification and Trigger

LGC 
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Projected Statistical Precision

Most sensitive to HT

Most sensitive to CSV

Cleanest BSM search 11 GeV

6.6 GeV
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Untangling the Physics

x Y Q2

New Physics none yes small
CSV yes small small

Higher Twist large? no large

AMeas. = ASM

"
1 +

�HT

(1� x)3 Q2
+ �CSVx

2

#

Kinematic dependence of physics topics:

ASM 𝜷HT 𝜷CSV
ASM 1 0.18 -0.67
𝛽HT 0.18 1 -0.81
𝛽CSV -0.67 -0.81 1
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Summary of Experimental Error Budget

Energy(GeV)
Days(LD2)
Days(LH2)

4.4
18

9

6.6
60
-

11
120
90

Test
27
14

169 Days are Approved

Total 0.6
Polarimetry 0.4

Q2 0.2

Radiative Corrections 0.2

Event reconstruction 0.2

Statistics 0.3

SoLID DOE Science Review
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Plans for Radiative Corrections

• Start with DJANGOH Monte Carlo event generator
• Includes complete one-loop electroweak corrections
• Includes real radiation (radiative tails)
• Developed for H1 and Zeus
• Recently updated and used by COMPASS and for EIC studies

• Additional corrections needed for our lower Q2 and W
• Final state hadron in internal radiation are sometimes at low W
• Gamma-Z and Gamma-Gamma boxes need QCD corrections
• Etc.

• We would like input to develop a detailed plan with an 
estimate of the effort required for reaching our 0.2% 
precision goal for radiative corrections to APV
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Talks on Radiative Corrections

• High-Precision Radiative Corrections
• Hubert Spiesberger

• Box Diagrams for Elastic PVES and Relevance for DIS
• Misha Gorchtein

• Radiative Correction Methods Used at Jlab
• Xiaochao Zheng

• BNSSA DIS Measurement with SoLID
• Michael Nycz

• TMD in Radiative Corrections and SSA Calculations
• Andrei Afanasev

• The New Method of Radiative Corrections for PVDIS
• Tianbo Liu
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PDF Errors

• Error in sin2𝜃W due to various PDF errors.

None PDFLHC JAM CT18 NNPDF
0.00060 0.00063 0.00071 0.00077 0.00092

• Error estimates vary a lot, some estimates are 
comparable to statistical errors. 

• Will SeaQuest cross section data help?
• Real question: what will PDF errors be when we 

publish?

7

In Standard-Model-test experiments, new physics that can be accessed by PVES asymmetries typically cannot be described
by the one-boson exchange of Fig. 1 and Eq. (19-24) are no longer valid. In this case, one writes [91]

C1u = geuAV , C2u = geuV A , (25)
C1d = gedAV , C2d = gedV A, (26)

and the corresponding Feynman diagrams change from Fig. 1 to Fig. 2. The C1q, C2q couplings therefore provide information
on new contact interactions beyond the Standard Model. Note that even though C1,2 cannot be factorized into an electron and a

e (E)

e (E’)

FIG. 2: Feynman diagram for contact interactions, used commonly to describe beyond-Standard-Model interactions.

target vertex, their chiral property remains the same.
The formalism of inelastic PV asymmetries, Eq. (2), can be simplified as follows: Defining q±i (x) ! qi(x) ± q̄i(x), one has

in the QPM

a1(x) = 2

!

C1iQqiq
+
i (x)

!

Q2
qiq

+
i (x)

, (27)

a3(x) = 2

!

C2iQqiq
!
i (x)

!

Q2
qiq

+
i (x)

. (28)

For an isoscalar target such as the deuteron, neglecting effects from charm and bottom quarks, and assuming s = s̄, c = c̄ and
the isospin symmetry that up = dn, dp = un [u, dp(n) are the up and down quark PDF in the proton (neutron)], the functions
a1,3(x) simplify to

a1(x) =
6 [2C1u(1 +RC)" C1d(1 +RS)]

5 +RS + 4RC
, (29)

a3(x) =
6 (2C2u " C2d)RV

5 +RS + 4RC
, (30)

where

RC !
2(c+ c̄)

u+ ū+ d+ d̄
, RS !

2(s+ s̄)

u+ ū+ d+ d̄
, and RV !

u" ū+ d" d̄

u+ ū+ d+ d̄
. (31)

The asymmetry then becomes

APV =

"

3GFQ2

2
#
2!"

#

2C1u[1 +RC(x)] " C1d[1 +RS(x)] + Y3(2C2u " C2d)RV (x)

5 +RS(x) + 4RC(x)
. (32)

The factor Y3RV is therefore crucial in accessing the C2q .
If one neglects sea quarks completely (RC = RS = 0, RV = 1), the deuteron becomes equal amount of up and down valence

quarks only (the “valence quark only” picture). In this case no PDF is needed:

a1(x) =
6

5
(2C1u " C1d) , a3(x) =

6

5
(2C2u " C2d) , (33)

which lead to [52]

APV =

"

3GFQ2

10
#
2!"

#

[(2C1u " C1d) + Y3(2C2u " C2d)] . (34)

This expression can be used to estimate how the PDFs affect the interpretation of the asymmetry measurement.

Analysis led by X. Zheng
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Other Theory Errors Errors Such as R𝜸Z 

5

, q)(n

e (E)

e (E’)

g

e (E)

e (E’)

Z 0

FIG. 1: The electron exchanges either a virtual photon (left) or a virtual Z0 (right) with the target. The interference between these two
processes leads to a parity-violating asymmetry between left- and right-handed electrons.

APV = !
GFQ2

4
"
2!"(Q2)

!

a1(x,Q
2)Y1(x, y,Q

2) + a3(x,Q
2)Y3(x, y,Q

2)
"

, (2)

where GF is the Fermi constant, "(Q2) is the fine structure constant, y = #/E = (E ! E!)/E is the fractional energy loss of
the electron with E and E! the incident and the scattered electrons’ energy, Q2 # !q2 is the negative of the four-momentum
transferred from the electron to the target q, squared:

Q2 = 2EE!(1! cos $) (3)

with $ the electron scattering angle. The Bjorken scaling variable x is defined as

x # Q2/(2M#) , (4)

withM the proton mass. Another important variable is the invariant mass of the %-nucleon (or Z0-nucleon) system, which for a
fixed nucleon target is given by

W 2 = M2 + 2M# !Q2 . (5)

Typically, the regionM < W < 2 GeV is the nucleon resonance region andW > 2 GeV corresponds to the DIS region.
The kinematic factors Y1,3 are defined as

Y1 =

#

1 +R!Z

1 +R!

$ 1 + (1! y)2 ! y2
%

1! r2

1+R!Z

&

! xyM
E

1 + (1! y)2 ! y2
%

1! r2

1+R!

&

! xyM
E

(6)

and

Y3 =

#

r2

1 +R!

$

1! (1! y)2

1 + (1! y)2 ! y2
%

1! r2

1+R!

&

! xyM
E

, (7)

where r2 = 1 + Q2

"2 , and R!(!Z)(x,Q2) is the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse virtual photon electromagnetic absorption
cross sections (% ! Z0 interference cross sections). With some algebra, one can express the xyM/E term by r2 and y2 and
Eqs.(6,7) change to (as in Ref. [51]):

Y1 =

#

1 +R!Z

1 +R!

$ 1 + (1! y)2 ! y2

2

%

1 + r2 ! 2r2

1+R!Z

&

1 + (1! y)2 ! y2

2

%

1 + r2 ! 2r2

1+R!

& (8)

and

Y3 =

#

r2

1 +R!

$

1! (1! y)2

1 + (1! y)2 ! y2

2

%

1 + r2 ! 2r2

1+R!

& . (9)
2 4 6 8 10

Q2 (GeV2)

0.96

0.98

1

1.02

1.04

Y 1

RgZ = 0.8 Rg

RgZ = Rg

RgZ = 1.2 Rg

2 4 6 8 10

Q2 (GeV2)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Y 3
Rg=0, r2=1
Rg=0
full

FIG. 2: Y1 and Y3 as a function of Q2, for x = 0.7 and E = 10 GeV: (a) Dependence of Y1 on R!Z ,

for R!Z = 0.8R! (dotted), R!Z = R! (solid), and R!Z = 1.2R! (dashed). (b) Dependence of Y3

on R! , in the Bjorken limit (R! = 0, r2 = 1) (dotted), with R! = 0 but r2 != 1 (dashed), and full

result (solid).

in an " 4% shift at Q2 # 1 GeV2, decreasing to < 1% for Q2 # 10 GeV2.

For the axial vector contribution, in Fig. 2(b) we show Y3 under various kinematical

approximations, namely in the Bjorken limit (R! = 0, r2 = 1), for R! = 0 but r2 != 1, and

the full result. The di!erences between the full and Bjorken limit results are of the order

40% at Q2 = 5 GeV2 and # 20% at Q2 = 10 GeV2. The rise in Y3 with Q2 is kinematical,

since y # ! # Q2 for fixed x and E. Because the axial contribution is suppressed relative

to the vector term in APV, geV $ geA, the uncertainty in APV arising from Y3 will be less

significant. Numerically, the ratio ap3/a
p
1 of the axial to vector terms, using the CTEQ6 [22]

parametrization of the PDFs, ranges from 0.21 % 0.24 for 0.4 < x < 0.9. Although the

axial vector ap3 term is small, it is nevertheless important to take into account in precision

determinations of APV
p .

The sensitivity of the proton asymmetry APV
p , measured in parts per million (ppm), to

the d/u ratio is illustrated in Fig. 3 as a function of x, for Q2 = 5 GeV2, where APV
p /Q2

is shown. Here we assume that R!Z = R! , so that the coe"cient Y1 in the vector term is

unity. For the u and d distributions we use the CTEQ6 PDF set [22], in which the d/u ratio

vanishes as x & 1, along with a modified d/u ratio which has a finite x & 1 limit of 0.2 [9],

d/u & d/u+ 0.2 x2 exp(%(1 % x)2) [23], motivated by theoretical counting rule arguments

[24]. Also shown (dotted band around the CTEQ6 prediction) is a ±1% uncertainty, which

10

The consensus of previous 
workshops on SoLID PVDIS
was that although uncertain, 

it is unlikely that these
theoretical errors will be dominant. 

Higher Twist and target mass 
corrections are other issues 

From Hobbs and Melnitchouk,
Phys. Rev. D77, (2008) 114023
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Talks Theory Errors

• CTEQ PDF Updates
• Tim Hobbs

• CJ PDF Updates
• Alberto Accardi; Shujie Li

• Recent Measurements on Light Sea Quark Asymmetry 
from SeaQuest

• Arun Tadepalli
• PDF4LHC21 Updates

• Tom Cridge
• Neutrino Physics and F3gammaZ Structure Function

• Bryan Ramson
• The New Method of Radiative Corrections for PVDIS

• Tianbo Liu
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Summary 

• The SoLID Spectrometer, which is awaiting CD0 
approval, has an exciting physics program in PVDIS, 
SIDIS, and J/Ψ production.

• The goals for experimental precision for PVDIS are 
aggressive.

• How can we minimize theory uncertainties?
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